Gorilla Grub

Each animal eats different food. Some animals eat meat and some animals eat plants. Zoo staff work hard to learn each animal’s favorite foods.

Gorillas are **herbivores**. This means they like to eat plants. Gorillas eat leaves, stems, bark, fruits, and seeds. At Lincoln Park Zoo, zookeepers feed the gorillas leafy greens, vegetables, fruit, and tree branches.

Gorillas eat lots of different food. What’s on a gorilla’s plate?

**Directions:**

1. Color the vegetables green.
2. Color the fruits red.
3. Cross out any food that is unhealthy for a gorilla.
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Be a Zookeeper!

It’s your turn to take care of the gorillas at Lincoln Park Zoo. What will you feed them?

**Directions:** Fill the plates with healthy food for each gorilla.

- **Kwan**
  - Adult

- **Nayembi**
  - Toddler

- **Mondika**
  - Baby
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Answer Key

Directions:
1. Color the vegetables green.
2. Color the fruits red.
3. Cross out any food that is unhealthy for a gorilla.

Grapes  Cake  Carrot  Strawberry  Watermelon
Spinach  Peas  Pizza  Broccoli  French Fries